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Abstract

In wireless sensor networks there is a great need for a test

environment where multiple network topologies and communi-

cation protocols can be easily described, tested and evaluated

under different circumstances in a controlled and reproducible

way. Such a testbed could reveal the effectiveness or the bottle-

neck of networks and protocols.

Our proposed framework is designed to perform unit tests fo-

cusing on the wireless communication by collecting specially

designed statistical indices. It supports all WSN platforms,

dynamic network topologies, multiple communication modes,

Low-Power-Listening, etc.

Communication is tied to specific events such as timers, mes-

sage sending and reception, or control messages. During unit

tests, simple messages with unique payloads are transmitted and

statistics are collected about the communication in progress.

Model verification is also incorporated to ensure data consis-

tency. Since statistics are collected per edge, there is a possibil-

ity to analyze the network or a part of it.
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1 Problems addressed

When developing wireless sensor network applications, radio

drivers, components or designing communication protocols, one

should have enough knowledge of the parameters of the physical

network and underlying components on which the application

will be tested and run. These parameters could be the physi-

cal topology [8], the prospective channel noise, expected power

consumption [1], and the estimated message density.

If there is a need to fine-tune a given software component, im-

prove performance or decrease resource utilization a real testbed

environment is a must. However it is a real challange to ensure

the same conditions for multiple sequential tests since these net-

works are distributed, event-driven and are massively influenced

by the surrounding environment.

Our goal was to design and implement a test suite that can be

run on real hardware, uses those drivers, layers and components

that real applications do (similar to Twist [4]), and simulates a

certain communication policy by carrying out reproducible tests

and collecting valuable information about the environment and

about the communication in progress.

This kind of a framework could be a swiss multitool in ones

hand, given that the effect of any predefined value’s modifica-

tion, component change or change in the application’s internal

code could be tested, measured and verified.

2 Test suite concepts

When designing our test framework we focused mainly on

the simulation of an application’s wireless communication, not

simulating the application itself like TOSSIM [6], VIPTOS [2]

and Avrora [9]. The tag cloud on our mind contained expres-

sions like dynamic network topologies, platform-independency,

no need for reprogramming, testing on real hardware, wide

range of support for communication modes, simple testcase de-

finitions.

The proposed test suite has to be deployed on numerous (2+)

motes that are going to build up the requested network and simu-

late the desired communication. Controlling these motes is done

via one BaseStation mote connected to a laptop or PC and a

PC-based Java application capable of resetting and configuring
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the whole network and finally downloading the results collected

during the testcases. Results are given either in raw (for quick

tests) or XML + XSLT format (for automated bath tests).

2.1 Modelling networks and communication

The model behind the scene is very simple, just a G = (V, E)

directed graph having V vertices as motes and an edge (u, v) ∈ E

is a communication line between mote u and v in such a way that

messages transmitted by u are expected to be received by v. In

this case u is the sender and v is the receiver on the (u, v) edge.

Thus, atomic communication (messages) is tied to the edges of

the directed graph.

The main idea behind the simulation is that the framework is

going to send unique sequential messages on these communi-

cation links based on the applied communication policy. Then

each and every node of the network track those messages that

are tied to either an incoming or an outgoing edge of that node.

A communication policy has numerous global (network-

wide), and local (per-edge) parameters. A policy describes

which mote should send a message to which mote(s) on what

kind of an event firing. Messages can be transmitted at the

beginning of the test, based on timers or when messages are

sent or received. Parameters include among others the commu-

nication mode (broadcasting, direct addressing, acknowledge-

ments), Low-Power-Listening modes, timer frequencies, simu-

lation time, etc.

A testcase in our test suite then consists of a network topology

along with its communication policy. A sample testcase defini-

tion is given in the next example showing a multihop forwarding

network using a timer in mote 1 for sending periodic messages.

Fig. 1. Schematic and definition of a simple forward network

To avoid the need for reprogramming between tests, multiple

testcases can be incorporated into the test suite. Then the PC

application can select online the desired testcase to be run.

2.2 Statistics collection

The core of the framework is our statistics collection algo-

rithm. As we have already stated above, our framework’s pur-

pose is to collect communication statistics while the established

network is online. The main goal was to compile statistical

figures that allow the user to deeply analyze the network’s be-

haviour, and that are verifiable mathematically which is essential

for foolproof results.

Since TinyOS allows us to track the state of any message sent

or received by the radio chip, we have decided to count every

occurences of any distinct communication event. Moreover, to

get a completely clean map of the network’s behaviour, every

message sending attempt, success and failure is logged.

We have created two classes of statistics, the sender’s, and

those of the receiver. Actually, the statistics are collected per

edge to let the implementation be as simple as it can, but even-

tually these numbers characterise the endpoint motes.

Fig. 2. Relation between the statistics at both ends

To ensure that our numbers are consistent, simple equations

must hold between them. These are also shown in Fig. 2 by the

hierarchical lines. Some examples:

send=sendFail + SendSuccess

trigger+resend=backlog + send

resend=sendFail + sendDone + noAck

The final report of a test run contains these enlisted statistics

(and some extra) for each edge separately. Furthermore, to un-

derstand the receiver side statistics, let us consider an artificial

sniffing of a single edge communication the result of which is

shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Receiver statistics collection demonstrated

It can be clearly seen that each message consist of two sim-

ple values: an edgeid and an auto-incremented msgid. On both

ends of an edge, the carefully maintained nextMsgId values must

match, otherwise different communication failures are detected

based on the next received message.

3 Preliminary results

We launched our framework and fed it with multiple testcases

to demonstrate its capabilities.
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3.1 Bandwidth measurements

Defining testcases with policies containing ’continously send-

ing’ edges let us measure the network’s maximal througput.

Using problem 4 (see Fig. 4), we could measure the effective

speed of the Iris (18.17 kbps) and TelosA (14.33 kbps) platforms

by evaluating the mean of results of multiple tests with packet

size of 16 bytes (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Heavy wireless traffic problems

Tab. 1. non-LPL and LPL values for t f = 50 msecs

edge 0 edge 1 edge 2 edge 3 edge 4

wi(msecs) 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10

trigger 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 38

backlog 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 6

sendDone 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 28 32

receive 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 28 31

3.2 Parameter optimization

Fig. 5. Effective speeds of Iris and TelosA

Furthermore, after changing backoff parameters [7, 10] of the

random CSMA/CA algorithm in the RF230 radio chip’s driver,

we measured 47.62 kbps on the Iris motes with the same config-

uration as before. This means a 162.1% performance increase

without introducing additional message loss and communication

failures! These changes has also been incorporated into the new

version of TinyOs.

Packet loss information can also be derived from the

missedCount and sendSuccessCount statistical values to

characterise the wireless channel and to help choose the appro-

priate communication mode.

3.3 Component verification

Furthermore we were able to use our tool with success for

verifying the Low Power Listening [3, 5] components and radio

stack layers. The LPL component must guarantee the proper

message transmission while it duty cycles the radio chip to save

power. If a message transmission request occurs in a particu-

lar mote, it wakes up and starts transmitting the message over

and over again for at least wakeup interval time, which should

guarantee in principle the reception of the message.

The best opportunity to analyze the behaviour of the LPL

layer is to construct such networks where message transmission

requests occur at known times and set the wakeup interval so

that these two do not match.

Fig. 6.

As an example the results for the (wakeup_interval =

10msec,timer_freq = 50msec) pair are presented in table 1. It

clearly shows that every message has been transmitted success-

fully either the LPL was enabled or disabled.

We have also been able to successfully debug acknowledge-

ment related errors which occured when Iris and TelosB motes

were used in LPL mode in a multi-hop network. The problem

was originated from the fact that Iris is faster than TelosB in

responding acknowledgement packets, so it did not wait long

enough for acknowledgements from Telos motes.

The optimal value of the receive check interval of LPL was

also measured with this framework.
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